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THANK YOUOVERALL STATISTICS
It seems like only yesterday since we launched our first DRC Mining Week digital event – yet here we are, a year 
later, working through the ongoing effects that COVID-19 has brought to our lives and the physical restrictions 
that prevent us from meeting in person. 

Although we all love to network over stimulating conversations and a glass of wine – the reality of working in this 
new environment has not kept us from connecting, communicating and engaging. After substantial ‘behind the 
scenes’ reviews, we were able to elevate our digital event offering to a new level and through our new platform – 
Mine.it Africa-Connect –  and deliver a ‘live’ experience without you having to leave the protection of your home/
office workspace. 

What an experience it was to see our community doing what they do best on our digital platform – talking, 
discussing, showcasing and sharing their experiences, technologies and news. Undoubtedly, you’ll agree that in 
the space of a year, we were able to elevate our digital offering to new heights, ensuring that our position as THE 
DRC mining event specialist remains intact. 

Of course, we must thank our key partners as always for their valuable contribution and support which extends 
to the Ministry of Mines and new minister, Her Excellency Antoinette N’Samba Kalambayi, the Chamber of Mines, 
in addition to our esteemed sponsors, ambassadors and panellists — the key drivers behind our informative and 
relevant discussions.

For those who were unable to attend our sessions, you still have access to the recordings of every session and let 
this be the reminder of what is to come later this year as we continue to engage with you. Our Mine.it platform 
remains open for you to reach out and engage with colleagues, so please feel free to spend some time there. We 
are here to support you and are happy to facilitate new business and networking opportunities.

The DRC Mining Week team look forward to delivering opportunities throughout 
the second half of the year through new webinars and online discussions, so like 
the old adage goes – ‘stay tuned’. 

Until we meet again.

LAURA CORNISH
Head of Content, Mining, Clarion Events Africa

1091
Attendees

2 days
of highly topical content

22
Sponsors and exhibitors

20
Speakers

View recording sessions and more of 
upcoming digital events, webinars 

at www.drcminingweek.com

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum
https://www.drcminingweek.com/mineit-africa-connect


EVENT STATISTICSQUOTES FROM OUR PANELLISTS

AUDIENCE INDUSTRY SECTOR  SATISFACTION STATISTICS

212
companies attending

383 004 
total social media 

impressions

38 099
website visitors

23
mailers sent 

(English, French)

76
countries represented

38 426
total social media 

engagement  

The DRC’s legal instruments offer to all mining investors, local 
and international, many benefits as they encompass attractive 
measures such as the implementation of processes that are 
fast, objective and transparent for granting or renewing mining 
and quarry rights along with the establishment of fiscal, 
custom and currency exchange regimes that are competitive 
and specific to the mining sector”

H.E Antoinette N’Samba Kalambayi
Minister, Ministry of Mines, DRC

56%
of attendees were 

satisfied overall with 
the digital event 

98.9%
are likely to 

recommend DRC 
Mining week 

34% Services
19% Mining companies
13% Equipment and products
12% Finance and investment

9.4% Government industry and bodies
4.6% Infrastructure for mines
4.4% Media  
2.7% Off-takers/buyers

We are working on key areas that will give the Congolese 
people the ability to reach their full potential. These 
include: peace and security, good governance, digitalisation, 
sustainability and the fight against corruption.”

H.E. A. Wameso
Chief of Staff, Presidency, DRC



A FULL WEEK OF NETWORKINGQUOTES FROM OUR PANELLISTS 
While we were hosting 2 days of content, we wanted our audience to connect and engage.
Our online matchmaking platform allowed attendees to meet digitally for a full week.

DRC’s copper is of exceptional grade and is green and 
sustainable, providing tremendous opportunities for the 
country” 

Louis Watum
President, Chamber of Mines

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES FOR ATTENDANCE  

TOP GEOGRAPHIC ORIGINS

DRC 
30%

South Africa 
18%

Zambia
14%

Nigeria
4%

United Kingdom 
6%

Europe
7.2%

Americas 
3.5%

847
Contacts made

932 
Total discussions created

1 681 
Total messages exchanged

30% To acquire new partners/customers  
24% To hear about major announcements from the sector  
17% To stay abreast of industry trends 
12% To get an overview of the market in 2020/2021  
6% To raise awareness of our brand/product/service
1% To retain existing partners/customers

I encourage UK businesses to start or join trade missions and 
participate in events such as DRC Mining Week to gain useful 
insights that will help make informed business decisions,” 

Lord Dolar Popat, UK Prime 
Ministers Trade Envoy for the DRC



MEDIA THAT ATTENDED AND COVERED DIGITAL DRC MINING WEEK INCLUDED:THANK YOU TO OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

PARTNERS

PARTNERS

PREMIER MEDIA PARTNER



THE DRC’S INVESTMENT RATING: 
AN INACCURATE PERCEPTION

Opened by Her Excellency, the new DRC Minister of Mines, 
and featuring speakers from the Presidency, Chamber of 
Mines, the UK Prime Minister’s trade envoy to the DRC and the 
longstanding event partner Standard Bank, the keynote session 
set the tone for the event by touching on the Fraser Institute’s 
Annual Survey of Mining Companies for 2020, which continues 
to highlight the DRC’s negative investment rating. In this 
session, our high-level panel of experts outlined how the DRC 
was growing in strength and building the foundation to become 
recognised as a tier one mining investment destination.

OPENING KEYNOTE

H.E ANTOINETTE 
N’SAMBA KALAMBAYI
Minister, Ministry of 
Mines, DRC

LORD POPAT
The UK Prime Minister’s Trade 
Envoy to the DRC

H.E. ANDRÉ WAMESO
Deputy Chief of Staff 
to the Head of State in 
charge of economic and 
financial matters, DRC

MARIE-GABRIELLE 
KALENGA OPESE
Deputy Chief Executive, 
Standard Bank in the 
DRC

Moderator 
LAURA CORNISH
Editor-in-Chief, Mining 
Review Africa, South 
Africa

LOUIS WATUM
President, Chamber of 
Mines, DRC

Moderator 
OLIVIER DELAFOY
Managing Director, 
Mining and Business 
Magazine, DRC

WATCH THE FULL SESSION

Sponsored by • The DRC offers a wide array of investment opportunities and all investors are invited to explore these opportunities and 
form mutually beneficial partnerships with government that will ultimately benefit the country’s citizens.

• The ministry’s political agenda is based on five key pillars: The certification of mineral resources; the valuation of 
mining assets in the country; the fight against fraud in the sector; the eradication of child and pregnant women labour 
at artisanal mining sites; and adding value to the country’s mining products through beneficiation.

• The new government has already started implementing targeted reforms that will make the country more investment-
friendly.

• It is important for banks to understand the risk factors in the country in order to put in place funding structures that will 
be adaptable to the needs of the mining value chain and juniors in the country.

• The new government has already started implementing targeted reforms that will make the country more investment-
friendly.

• It is important for banks to understand the risk factors in the country in order to put in place funding structures that will 
be adaptable to the needs of the mining value chain and juniors in the country.

KEY TAKEWAYS

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDQ3ODc5
http://www.drcminingweek.com


WATCH THE FULL SESSION

TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS MAKING A 
DIFFERENCE IN DRC: FUTURE-PROOF YOUR MINE 
OPERATIONS WITH INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

The future of the mining industry lies with technologies and solutions that have the ability to optimise processes, from 
exploration through to production, while increasing productivity, health and safety and overall efficiency. This session 
explored strategic technologies and solutions that are making a difference in both the mining and power sectors.   

AMADOU NDIAYE
Industry Value Advisor 
for Energy & Natural 
Resources, SAP, Spain

BAKOMEKA KELINA
Manager - Business & 
Technology Services, 
MMG, DRC

CHANTAL KALALA
Manager Advisory, 
Deloitte, DRC

SOUAD EL OUAZZANI
Sustainability Leader, 
Deloitte Africa, Francex

POLL RESULTS: WHAT ASPECT IS MOST IMPORTANT TO OPTIMIZE THE 
MINING VALUE CHAIN? 
OPTIONS: PROFITABILITY / SAFETY / SUSTAINABILITY

43%

29%

14%

14%

Safety/ Sustainability/Profitability

Profitability/Sustainability/Profitability

Sustainability/Safety/Profitability 

Sustainability/Profitability/Safety

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDQ3ODgx
http://www.drcminingweek.com


• The subcontracting law is a key driver of the development of the 
congolese workforce and businesses.

• The ARSP ( Subcontracting Regulation Authority) needs to clarify in 
greater details the intricacies of the subcontracting law, especially with 
regards to the scope of its applications.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

THE LAW OF SUBCONTRACTING: 
A LUCRATIVE ECONOMIC REALITY

On the back of the DRC’s wealthy mineralisation across many commodities, the global industry of service providers 
and suppliers are eager to do business in the country. It is, however, important for these businesses to understand 
the sub-contracting laws by which they can operate. These laws are in place to protect and help grow the DRC’s 
local small and medium-sized enterprises, while encouraging experienced companies to contribute to building the 
mining sector. 
 
Our experts in this session unpacked the sub-contracting law in greater detail and demonstrated how both local and 
global players can work together to build a strong mining sector in the DRC for future generations.

POLL RESULTS: WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
SUBCONTRACTING LAW IN DRC MINING? 

YVONNE KUSUAMINA
CEO, Pay Network, DRC

NATHALIE TSHITUKA
Director of Business 
Development 
Red Carpet SARL 

CEDRIC LONGANGE
Chairman, Chambre de 
Commerce Congolaise en 
Grand Bretagne, GB

40%

20%

40%

Lack of competitiveness compared to international companies

Access to capital

Need to develop capacity 

WATCH THE FULL SESSION

Sponsored by

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDQ3ODgw
http://www.drcminingweek.com


WATCH THE FULL SESSION

FITTING INTO A NEW WORLD: 
TRANSPARENCY TAKES CENTRE STAGE

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

INDIGO ELLIS
Associate Director on 
Central African Mining 
and ESG, Africa Matters, 
UK 

DOROTHÉE 
BAUMANN-PAULY
Director of the Geneva 
Centre for Business 
and Human Rights, 
Switzerland

JAMES NICHOLSON
Head of Corporate 
Responsibility, Trafigura, 
Switzerland

Moderator 
LAURA CORNISH
Editor-in-Chief, Mining 
Review Africa, South 
Africa

The formalisation of artisanal mining in the DRC will pave the way to creating a transparent and ethically 
responsible mining supply chain. Furthermore, it will help to curb illegal mining activities, lessen the impact on 
the environment and help the country achieve its sustainability goals. Never before has this been more important 
as international businesses such as BMW and Volkswagen are looking to secure commodity supply – responsibly 
– for their own electric vehicle needs. 

Sponsored by

• Demand for cobalt driven by its use in electric vehicles (EV) has 
increased on the back of rising EV sales, with a 40% year on year 
increase in such sales in 2019. This means that the increasing 
momentum in achieving transparency in global EV supply chains is 
paramount at a time when global cobalt demand continues to grow.

• The DRC is the world’s largest producer of mined cobalt and is facing 
increased pressure to ensure that its artisanal and small scale mining 
(ASM) sector produces in a responsible and transparent manner.

• The ASM sector accounts for 15%–20% of the country’s cobalt 
production.

• Trafigura entered into a partnership with state-owned Entreprise 
Générale du Cobalt (EGC) to purchase, process and sell 100% of the 
cobalt that is produced by artisanal miners or companies involved in 
artisanal and small-scale mining in the DRC.

• The EGC set responsible sourcing standards to underpin respect for 
human rights, and provide a baseline for the market, ensuring that 
ECG cobalt can be accepted into the legitimate cobalt value chain 
alongside cobalt of any origin.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDQ3ODgy
http://www.drcminingweek.com


WATCH THE FULL SESSION

TIRZA VOSS
Sustainable Materials 
& Mining Manager, 
Fairphone

MARIE-CHANTAL 
KANINDA
Executive Director Head 
of Corporate Affairs, 
Glencore DRC

ASSHETON STEWARD 
CARTER
CEO, Fair Cobalt Alliance

BRINGING TOGETHER THE SUPPLY 
CHAIN FOR A FAIR COBALT SECTOR AND 
THRIVING ASM COMMUNITIES 

Artisanal cobalt mining is only ever associated with negative impacts on ASM communities. Fair Cobalt Alliance challenges 
this overly simplified perspective of cobalt mining in the DRC. Through collaboration, ASM can become a potent driver for 
development, turning mineral endowments into long-term prosperity for mining communities. Our panellists discussed 
how — when we engage and invest in ASM communities — ASM can become an opportunity and a driver for change. By 
coming together as a supply chain, we will achieve fair and responsible ASM cobalt supply. 

• Congolese cobalt holds untapped potential for sustainable 
development and is a potent driver for community development as 
well as an enabler for the global energy transition.

• Legal ASM can play an important and sustainable role in the DRC 
economy when carried out responsibly and transparently.

• Alternative livelihood activities to ASM are key for a diversified 
and sustainable economy for the communities living around our 
operations.

• There is extensive interaction and interface between ASM and LSM, 
both commercially and physically, throughout all segments of the 
upstream supply chain.

• Fair Cobalt Alliance is a multi-stakeholder action platform, aimed at 
bringing together actors from across the value chain to work towards 
a sustainable and fair cobalt supply.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Sponsored by

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

Moderator 
LAURA CORNISH
Editor-in-Chief, Mining 
Review Africa, South 
Africa

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNTM0MTg1
http://www.drcminingweek.com


WATCH THE FULL SESSION

GILLES NYSSENS
Business Development 
Director – Africa, Cigna 
Health Benefits, Belgium

Moderator 
ELODIE DELAGNEAU
Project Director: Mining, 
Clarion Events Africa

HEALTH INSURANCE IN THE DRC:
THE NEW NORMAL FOR MINING COMPANIES’ 
AFFORDABILITY AND EMPLOYEE WELLBEING 

DAVID LEMAIRE
Commercial Director, SFA 
Congo, RDC

Sponsored by

POLL RESULTS: WHAT EMPLOYEE WELL-BEING PROGRAMME HAS HAD THE 
MOST SUCCESS IN YOUR ORGANISATION?

50%

17%

17%

17%

There is no well-being programme in my organisation

Lifestyle management

Case by case

Prevention programme

• The DRC’s healthcare industry has entered a new era. Private insurance companies can now operate in-
country and in doing so are delivering a competitive service to industrial users, which prior to 2019, only had 
access to a state-owned entity.

• The benefits of this change are significant with tax incentives, staff retention and improved employee well-
being featuring as key advantages. 

• In this session, our experts from SFA Congo and Cigna Hollard dove into the offerings available to the DRC 
market and the key strategies to choose a suitable healthcare and well-being plan as a business.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDQ3ODgz
http://www.drcminingweek.com


WATCH THE FULL SESSION

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
BENEFICIATION – THE MISSING PIECE IN THE 
EQUATION

LOUIS WATUM
General Manager, Kipushi 
Corporation SA, Ivanhoe 
Mines, DRC

ALEKSANDRA 
CHOLEWA
Director of Investment 
and Development at Luma 
Holding LTD, Poland

Moderator 
ALFONSO TEJERINA
Director & General 
Manager, Global Business 
Reports, Spain

• A new focus is needed on the circular economy as a way to embrace 
sustainability in mining and find synergies between the government and private 
sector.

• The media is highlighting the contribution activities of women in the mining 
industry, as was done in the monograph produced by PTCIJ.

• Gender perceptions and cultural barriers need to be challenged for more 
women to enter the industry.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum/planning/UGxhbm5pbmdfNDY2NTQ0
http://www.drcminingweek.com


VISIT OUR EXHIBITOR PROFILE ON 
MINE.IT AFRICA - CONNECT

VISIT OUR SPONSOR PROFILE ON 
MINE.IT AFRICA-CONNECT

https://mining.app.swapcard.com/event/africa-mining-forum


AFRICA
MINING FORUM

MINE.IT AFRICA-CONECT

WWW.DRCMININGWEEK.COM

http://www.drcminingweek.com

